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My Dad always said that in life there would be good 
days and not so good days. Fortunately yesterday was 
one of the good ones, with stock markets climbing 
above their pre-Covid levels for the first time since mid 
February! At first, this seems odd, given that additional 
measures are being taken to level the curve (for the 2nd 
time), including new restrictions on businesses and 
even lockdowns in hot spot cities. The explanation to 
the seeming contradiction of a slowing economy in Q4 
and rising stock markets is this:

*Markets are forward looking and are focussed on the 
2nd half of 2021 for earnings growth
*Markets are more interested in manufacturing 
numbers than retail, and those are strong
*Interest rates are low and are expected to remain low well into 2022

Tuesday-Thursday I am attending a financial conference -virtually on-line- and the lineup of speakers 
include institutional fund managers, economists and other industry professionals whose insight to current 
markets is well informed. The consensus of opinion is that 2021 looks extremely promising, particularly as 
countries vaccinate their citizens en mass. This will allow the world to return to the way it was before 
Covid-19 (largely), though I’ve already read an article about airlines requiring passengers to show they’ve 
taken the vaccine and will still subject ticket holders to a quick Covid test before being allowed to board. I 
suspect that this will mean the one week holiday becomes two -one to clear the medical threshold to be 
allowed to travel and the other to bake in the sun or traipse around Europe or whatever you’ve got 
planned. But if it means I get to to some of my bucket list destinations, I’ll do it!

There’s about a month to go before the financial year goes into holiday mode, and I look forward to 
speaking with you between now and then to discuss how your portfolio has performed for the year and 
the outlook for 2021. Many of the talking-points from the conference will also be shared with your and 
form how we construct our asset allocation models for the upcoming year. In the interim, please read the 
article from Dimensional founder David Booth, who talks about expected and unexpected returns. A 
great read <here> for sure.

One month to go to Christmas Day!

Be safe, be well!

Martin
519-546-5088 

http://www.parsintl.com/eprints/88460.pdf

